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Abstract: In this article, we propose to compactify a single Large Extra Dimension
(LED) on a star/rose graph with a large number of identical leaves/petals. The 5D Planck
scale can be chosen to be Λ(5)P ∼ O(1) TeV in order to solve the gauge hierarchy problem.
The leaf/petal length scale is of O(1/ΛEW ), where ΛEW ∼ 100 GeV is the weak scale,
without the large geometrical hierarchy of the traditional LED models to stabilize. The
4D fields of the SM are localized on a 3-brane at the central vertex of the star/rose graph.
We predict a tower of feebly coupled weak scale Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravitons below a
regime of strongly coupled gravitational phenomena above the TeV scale. Moreover, we
reformulate in our setup the LED mechanism to generate light Dirac neutrinos, where the
right-handed neutrinos are KK modes of gauge singlet fermions propagating in the bulk.
A large number of KK-gravitons and KK-neutrinos interact only gravitationally and thus
constitute a hidden sector.
Keywords: Beyond Standard Model, Field Theories in Higher Dimensions, Quantum
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1 Introduction
The large gauge hierarchy between the 4D Planck scale,
Λ(4)P =
√√√√ 1
8piG(4)N
' 2.4× 1018 GeV, (1.1)
where G(4)N is the 4D gravitational Newton constant, and the measured Higgs boson mass
mh ' 125 GeV, is one of the internal puzzles of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics
[1] when coupled to gravity. If the Higgs boson is described by an elementary scalar field
which is not protected by a symmetry, the radiative corrections to m2h are quadratically
sensitive to mass scales of new degrees of freedom. Such degrees of freedom are expected at
least at scales where gravitational self interactions become strong, which is the 4D Planck
scale Λ(4)P in the usual setup. Then the measured mh implies an incredible fine tuning
between the Higgs boson bare mass and the radiative corrections: this is the naturalness
problem of the Higgs boson mass due to the large hierarchy between the 4D Planck scale
Λ(4)P and the ElectroWeak (EW) scale (usually called the gauge hierarchy problem) [2–4].
A possibility to solve this issue is to embed the SM into a theory where the true Planck
scale, i.e. the scale where gravitational self interactions become strong and new degrees of
freedom are expected, is in the 1−10 TeV range. However, this does not solve the question
how a UltraViolet (UV) completion of quantum gravity is achieved.
In 1998, N. Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos and G.R. Dvali (ADD) proposed in Ref. [5]
to compactify q ∈ N∗ flat spacelike extra dimensions on a q-dimensional compact space
Cq of volume Vq with a factorizable spacetime geometry M4 × Cq, where M4 is the 4D
Minkowski spacetime. The 4D Planck scale Λ(4)P is just an effective scale given by the
relation [
Λ(4)P
]2
=
[
Λ(4+q)P
]q+2 Vq , (1.2)
involving the (4 + q)D Planck scale
Λ(4+q)P =
[
1
8piG(4+q)N
]1/(q+2)
, (1.3)
where G(4+q)N is the (4 + q)D gravitational Newton constant. Λ
(4+q)
P is the real scale at
which gravity becomes strongly coupled, so it is the true cut-off of the QFT1, and this
1To be more precise, if the UV completion is perturbative, the UV gravitational degrees of freedom appear
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model solves the gauge hierarchy problem if Λ(4+q)P ∼ O(1) TeV with a large compactified
volume Vq. In ADD models, the SM fields must be localized on a 3-brane, in contrast to
gravity which is a property of (4 + q)D spacetime in general relativity. At large distances
between two test masses on the 3-brane, gravity appears as a feebly coupled theory, because
gravitational fluxes spread into the large volume Vq of the bulk. Quickly [6], it was realized
that the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of fields propagating into this large volume Vq have
couplings to the SM fields suppressed by
√Vq. One can thus build natural models of
feebly interacting particles, i.e. particles which have a tiny coupling constant with the SM,
like right-handed neutrinos [7–9], axions [10, 11], dark photons [6], etc. In Ref. [6], ADD
proposed a simple toroidal compactification Cq = (R1)q, where R1 is the circle of radius R,
and Vq = (2piR)q. The bulk fields, like the graviton, generate a tower of KK modes with
a uniform mass gap of 1/R. For a benchmark value Λ(4+q)P = 1 TeV, the (4 + q)D Planck
length is `(4+q)P = 1/Λ
(4+q)
P ' 2× 10−19 m, and one gets Tab. 1 and Fig. 1 from Eq. (1.2).
q R (m) R/`(4+q)P MKK (eV)
1 2× 1011 9× 1029 1× 10−18
2 8× 10−5 4× 1014 3× 10−3
4 2× 10−12 8× 106 1× 105
6 4× 10−15 2× 104 5× 107
22 8× 10−19 4 3× 1011
Table 1. R, R/`(4+q)P and MKK as a function of q for Λ
(4+q)
P = 1 TeV.
Motivated by UV completions in superstring/M-theory [12, 13] requiring 10/11 space-
time dimensions, most of the efforts concentrated on q ≤ 7. The compactification radius
R must be stabilized at a large value compared to `(4+q)P , which reintroduces a geomet-
rical hierarchy [6] with a low KK mass gap: too light KK-gravitons are constrained by
astrophysics, cosmology and collider physics2. When one probes gravitational Newton’s
law at large [small] distances with respect to R, gravity appears 4D [(4 + q)D]. The case
q = 1 is excluded because it leads to a modification of 4D gravitational Newton’s law at
the scale of the solar system. ADD’s proposal is thus often associated with the Large Extra
Dimensions (LEDs) paradigm, and is just a reformulation of the gauge hierarchy problem.
In the literature, there are interesting propositions to stabilize such large compactifica-
tion radii [15–21]. To circumvent this geometrical hierarchy problem, a solution can be to
abandon the framework of UV completions by superstring/M-theory, and to increase the
number of extra dimensions. This possibility was mentioned first in Ref. [6]. Fig. 1 shows
that, for sufficiently large q, the remaining hierarchy disappears: R ∼ `(4+q)P . A possible
trail to UV complete this kind of model could be via Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) [22]
at a scale ΛUV < Λ(4+q)P . The cut-off of the EFT is ΛUV and not Λ
(4+q)
P . For example, in perturbative
string theory, the string scale is lower than the higher-dimensional Planck scale. To simplify the discussion,
we ignore this possibility here.
2For a review of the constraints on the simplest ADD model with toroidal compactification, c.f. Ref. [14].
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since, a priori, LQG does not fix the number of spatial dimensions. First attempts to add
spacelike extra dimensions to LQG were made in Refs. [23–32].
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Figure 1. Graph of R/`(4+q)P as a function of q for Λ
(4+q)
P = 1 TeV.
The most popular way to overcome the geometrical hierarchy problem is the warped
extra dimension scenario proposed in 1999 by L. Randall and R. Sundrum (RS) in Ref. [33],
known as the RS1 model. A less known approach is the compactification of q ≥ 2 spacelike
extra dimension on a compact hyperbolic manifold with a large genus (number of holes)
proposed in 2000 in Ref. [34] (see also Ref. [35]).
The goal of the present work is to discuss another compactification geometry to solve
the geometrical hierarchy problem in the ADD models. In 2005, H.D. Kim proposed in
Ref. [36] to realize ADD’s idea by compactifying a LED on a 1D singular variety: a metric
graph3, like a star or a rose with respectively N leaves/petals of equal length/circumference
`. The reader can find a mathematical introduction to the spectral analysis of differential
operators defined on metric graphs, the so-called quantum graphs, in Ref. [42]. In Ref. [36],
it was shown that, for large N , one can build a phenomenologically viable model with
only a single LED which gives sizable submillimeter deviations from the Newtonian law
of gravity in tabletop experiments. The KK mass scale is MKK = 1/` ∼ O(10 − 100)
meV. Here, we want to push the concept further and we take ` close to `(5)P for large N ,
so MKK = 1/` ∼ O(0.1 − 1) TeV which does not reintroduce a scale hierarchy and evade
all constrains on traditional ADD models (with a compactification on a low dimensional
torus) from submillimeter tests of Newtonian gravity, astrophysics and cosmology. The
integer N is radiatively stable so the scenario solves completely the naturalness problem
3Metric graphs have interesting applications in physics, chemistry and mathematics (c.f. Ref. [37] for a
short review). A 2D QFT on a star graph background was developped in Refs. [38–41].
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of the Higgs mass. Ref. [36] gives no information on the way to embed the SM fields into
the proposed geometry. Are they bulk or brane-localized fields? In this work, we will see
that the SM fields must be localized on a 3-brane and we find it particulary interesting to
localize them on the junction (central vertex) of the star/rose graph.
In the context of the compactification of an extra dimension on a metric graph, the star
graph is the most popular [36, 43–47], mainly because, with AdS5 leaves, these effective
5D braneworlds capture the low energy behavior of models with warped throats, arising
in flux compactification in type IIB superstring theory [43, 48–53], when one integrates
out the modes associated to the transverse dimensions of the throats. In this work, we
study a spacelike extra dimension compactified on a flat star/rose graph with identical
leaves/petals by adopting a bottom-up approach: we are completely agnostic about the
origin of this curious geometry in a UV theory like string theories, LQG, etc.
The authors of Ref. [43] analyzed a Klein-Gordon field, a Dirac field, a Maxwell field
and Einsteinian gravity propagating in an extra dimension compactified on a star with N
leaves of different lengths. For that purpose, they define a copy of the same 5D field on
each leaf. The copies are connected at the junction of the star through brane-localized
interactions and the continuity of the metric. Of course, a different 5D field on each leaf
is not equivalent to only one 5D field defined on the whole star graph. In order to recover
only one zero mode propagating on the whole star, they add brane-localized mass terms
and take the limit of infinite masses such that N−1 zero modes decouple from the Effective
Field Theory (EFT). However, the meaning of an infinite brane-localized mass term is not
clear when the cut-off of the EFT is not so far above the KK scale MKK = 1/`. That is
why we choose in this work the more straigtforward approach of Refs. [36, 54] where a 5D
field is defined on the whole metric graph from the start. For that purpose, one needs a
distribution theory on the star/rose graph allowing to define a Lagrangian with possible
field discontinuities at the junction. Instead of Schwartz’s distribution theory [55, 56], it is
more appropriate to use a generalization of Kurasov’s one [57]. In Section 2, we give the
definitions of a star/rose graph and introduce the elements of the distribution theory we
need.
The KK mass spectrum and wave functions of a 5D massless real scalar field on a
star/rose graph were studied in Ref. [36]. In Section 3, we generalize it by adding a 5D
mass to the scalar field. Besides, we clarify the method and hypothesises of this previous
study, especially the hypothesis of continuity of the scalar field across the cental vertex of
the star/rose graph.
Recently, a 5D Dirac field with a compactification on a flat rose graph was considered
in Ref. [54]. They took petals of possibly different circumferences and included a 5D Dirac
mass for the fermion. In this framework, they considered the rose graph as a master
quantum graph since one can reduce it to a star graph by a suitable choice of junction
conditions. They studied the general mathematical properties of the junction conditions
for the rose graph and classified them. Their work was restricted to the analysis of the
zero modes only: the KK mass spectrum and wavefunctions of the excited modes were not
considered. They determined the number of zero mode solutions for each type of boundary
conditions in their classification. Their work was motivated by the future goals of generating
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three fermion generations and the features of the flavor sector of the SM fermions from the
zero modes of only one generation of 5D fermions. In Section 4, we study the particular
case of a 5D massless Dirac field on a star/rose graph with identical leaves/petals. We use a
different approach compared to the one of Ref. [54]. Instead of imposing arbitrary junction
conditions, we keep only the natural junction conditions at the vertices, i.e. the junction
conditions for which the variation of the action at the vertices vanishes for arbitrary field
variations [58–62]. Indeed, we prefer junction conditions originating from the variation of
the action (and thus of the fields) at the vertices. We will see that the natural junction
conditions depend only on the hypothesis of the continuity of the fields at the junction.
In this approach, we need the Henningson-Sfetsos (HS) boundary terms for 5D fermions
[61–69] whose importance was stressed recently in Refs. [61, 62]. Besides, we do not restrict
ourselves to the study of the zero modes only; we determine the KK mass spectrum and
wavefunctions of all KK modes.
In Section 5, we propose a model to reduce the gravity scale to the TeV scale with
a large compactified volume, but with EW and KK scales which coincide. The SM fields
are localized on the 3-brane at the central vertex of the star/rose, and we compute their
couplings to spinless KK-gravitons. We find that the results are very different from stan-
dard ADD models in the literature, due to the very specific features of the rose/star graph
with identical leaves/petals. We also discuss briefly what kind of physics is expected in the
Planckian and trans-Planckian regime of the model, the possibility of a hidden sector made
of KK-gravitons and of a dark matter candidate: a stable black hole remnant [70–73], the
Planckion [74, 75].
In Section 6, we revisit the models of Refs. [7–9], which generate small Dirac neu-
trino masses with right-handed neutrinos identified with the zero modes of gauge singlet
fermions propagating in a large compactified volume, by adapting this idea to our space-
time geometries. We consider a toy model with only one generation of neutrinos. We
use alternatively the zero mode approximation and the exact treatment concerning the
brane-localized Yukawa coupling between the SM Higgs field with the 5D neutrino and the
4D left-handed neutrino of the SM particle content. For this exact treatment of a brane-
localized Yukawa interaction, we use the 5D method that we developped in Ref. [61, 62]
with other authors. We find that a large number of KK-neutrinos are sterile and are part
of the hidden sector of the proposed models.
We conclude and propose some perspectives in Section 7. In Appendix A, we give our
conventions for the 5D Minkowski metric, the Dirac matrices and spinors.
2 Star & Rose Graphs
2.1 Geometries
In this subsection, we define the geometries on which we compactify. The reader is refered
to Chapter 1 of Ref. [42] for basic definitions, vocabulary and properties of metric and
quantum graphs which we will use in what follows.
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N-star: The N -star SN (c.f. Fig. 2) is defined as the flat equilateral star graph with N
bonds directed from 1 vertex of degree N to N vertices of degree 1. It is a flat 1D space
of volume L = N` obtained by gluing N intervals (the leaves) of length ` at a common
boundary J (the junction). The ith leaf ends at the opposite side of the junction J : the
boundary Bi. SN is symmetric under the group ΣN , which is the set of all permutations
of the N leaves. For example, S1 is the interval of length `, S2 the interval of length 2`
symmetric under a reflection (Σ2 ' Z2) with respect to the midpoint J , and S3 is a claw.
The couple of coordinates (y, i) ∈ [0, `]× J1, NK are assigned to every point of the ith leaf
with the identification:
∀(i, j) ∈ J1, NK2, i 6= j, (0, i) ∼ (0, j) . (2.1)
N-rose: The N -rose RN (c.f. Fig. 2) is defined as the flat equilateral rose graph (also
called rhodonea or bouquet of circles), with N directed loops (1 vertex of degree 2N). It
is a flat 1D space of volume L = N` obtained by gluing the boundaries of N intervals (the
petals), of radius R and circumference ` = 2piR, at a single point V (the vertex/junction).
RN is symmetric under the group ΣN , which is the set of all permutations of the N petals.
For example, R1 is a circle, R2 a lemniscat, R3 a trifolium, and R4 a quadrifolium. The
couple of coordinates (y, i) ∈ [0, `]× J1, NK is assigned to every point of the ith petal, with
the identifications:
∀i ∈ J1, NK, (0, i) ∼ (`, i) , (2.2)
and
∀(i, j) ∈ J1, NK2, i 6= j, (0, i) ∼ (0, j) . (2.3)
Figure 2. Embeddings of a 5-star S5 (one the left) and of a 5-rose R5 (on the right) in R2.
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2.2 Distribution Theory on a Star/Rose Graph
In order to study a field theory on KN = SN or RN with localized interactions at the
vertices, one needs to define a distribution theory on these metric graphs. To be general,
we allow the test functions to be discontinuous at the junction. The usual Schwartz’s
distribution theory [55, 56] is thus not suitable and one should consider instead a general-
ization on metric graphs of Kurasov’s distribution theory [57]. Up to our knowledge, such
a generalization on metric graphs was not considered in the literature. We will thus define
in this subsection the objects we need for our study.
Function on KN : A complex function f on the metric graph KN is defined as:
f :
{
[0, `]× J1, NK → C ,
(y, i) 7→ f(y, i) . (2.4)
For each i ∈ J1, NK, we define a function:
fi :
{
[0, `] → C ,
y 7→ fi(y) ≡ f(y, i) . (2.5)
• f is continuous/differentiable at (y, i) = (y0, i0) if fi0 is continuous/differentiable at
y = y0. The derivative of f at (y, i) = (y0, i0) is ∂yf(y, i) ≡ ∂yfi(y).
• f is continuous across the junction if
∀(i, j), f(0, i) = f(0, j) . (2.6)
If it is not the case, f is discontinuous/multivalued at the junction.
Test function on KN : The set of test functions T is the set of all complex functions ϕ
on KN such that the functions ϕi are infinitely differentiable bounded functions on [0, `].
We stress that a function ϕ ∈ T and/or its derivatives can be discontinuous at the junction.
Distribution: A distribution D ∈ T ′ is a linear form on T :
∀ϕ ∈ T , D[ϕ] ≡
N∑
i=1
Di[ϕi] , (2.7)
where for every compact set Bi ∈ [0, `], there exist constants Ci and mi such that
∀ϕ ∈ T , supp(ϕi) ∈ Bi , |Di[ϕi]| ≤ Ci
∑
αi≤mi
sup
∣∣∣∂αiy ϕi(y, i)∣∣∣ . (2.8)
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Regular distribution: For any integrable complex function f on KN , one can define a
regular distribution f˜ ∈ T ′ such that
∀ϕ ∈ T , f˜ [ϕ] ≡
N∑
i=1
f˜i[ϕi] with f˜i[ϕi] ≡
∫ `
0
dy f(y, i)ϕ(y, i) . (2.9)
A distribution which is not regular is singular.
Product of distributions: If D ∈ T ′ and f ∈ T , one can define the product fD as
(fD)[ϕ] ≡ D[fϕ] . (2.10)
If f˜ is the regular distribution associated to f , the product f˜D is defined as
f˜D ≡ fD . (2.11)
Dirac distribution: The Dirac distribution on KN centered at (y0, i0) is the singular
distribution δy0,i0 defined as
∀ϕ ∈ T , δy0,i0 [ϕ] ≡ ϕ(y0, i0) . (2.12)
We want to build a Dirac-like distribution δJ/V centered at J/V to localize interactions at
the junction. Consider the N -star SN . Let η be an infinitely differentiable real function
on SN such that
∀y ∈ [0, `] , ∀(i, j) ∈ J1, NK2 , η(y, i) = η(y, j) , (2.13)
and
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
η(y, i) = 1 . (2.14)
We define η:
η(y, i) =
1

η
(
y

, i
)
, (2.15)
with  > 0, and we associate the regular distribution η˜ to it. The Dirac distribution δJ at
the junction J is defined as the weak limit:
δJ ≡ lim
→0 η . (2.16)
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We have
∀ϕ ∈ T , δJ [ϕ] = lim
→0
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy η(y, i)ϕ(y, i) ,
= lim
→0
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy η(y, i)ϕ(y, i) ,
=
N∑
i=1
ϕ(0, i)
∫ `
0
dy η(y, i) ,
= 1
N
N∑
i=1
ϕ(0, i) . (2.17)
We conclude that
δJ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ0,i . (2.18)
In the same way, one can build a Dirac distribution δV at the vertx V of the N -rose RN
such that
δV ≡ lim
→0 η , (2.19)
where η is defined as in Eq. (2.15) and η is an infinitely differentiable real function on RN
such that
∀y ∈ [0, `] , ∀(i, j) ∈ J1, NK2 , η(y, i) = η(y, j) and η(y − `, i) = η(y − `, j) , (2.20)
and normalized as in Eq. 2.14. Then,
δV =
1
2N
N∑
i=1
(δ0,i + δ`,i) . (2.21)
We have thus defined a Dirac distribution centered at the junction J/V which acts on test
functions possibly discontinuous at J/V .
Weak derivative: In Kurasov’s distribution theory, one defines a weak derivative in the
same way as in Schwartz’s distribution theory. The weak derivative ∂yD of a distribution
D ∈ T ′ is defined by
∀ϕ ∈ T , ∂yD[ϕ] = −D[∂yϕ] . (2.22)
The derivative of a regular distribution f˜ ∈ T ′ is thus
∂yf˜ = {∂yf}+
N∑
i=1
(δ0,i − δ`,i) f (2.23)
As in original Kurasov’s distribution theory, the weak derivative does not coincide with
the derivative defined in the classical sense. For instance, the weak derivative of the
regular distribution associated to a constant function is not zero. For the unit function
– 9 –
1 : (y, i) 7→ 1, we have
∂y1˜ =
N∑
i=1
(δ0,i − δ`,i) . (2.24)
Instead, it would be more natural to define the weak derivative as
∀ϕ ∈ T , ∂yD[ϕ] = −D[∂yϕ]−
N∑
i=1
[(δ0,i − δ`,i)D] [ϕ] . (2.25)
However, in this case, a weak derivative of the Dirac distributions δ0/`,i and δJ/V would
involve Dirac distributions squared which is not defined. Therefore, the price to pay in
order to define a usefull weak derivative is to have extra boundary terms at the vertices,
compared to the traditional weak derivative for a regular distribution in Schwartz’s dis-
tribution theory. One can thus define the nth derivative of the Dirac distribution δy0,i0
as
∂ny δy0,i0 [ϕ] = (−1)n ∂nyϕ(y0, i0) . (2.26)
Moment expansion: We will adapt the moment expansion [76] of Schwartz’s distribu-
tion theory to our case. Consider the N -star. The Taylor series of a test function ϕ ∈ T
is
∀y ∈ [0, `],∀i ∈ J1, NK, ϕ(y, i) = +∞∑
n=0
∂nyϕ(0, i)
yn
n! . (2.27)
Then, the action of the previous regular distribution η˜ is
η˜[ϕ] =
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy η(y, i)
+∞∑
n=0
∂nyϕ(0, i)
yn
n! . (2.28)
We define the nth moment of the function η as
µn = η˜[yn] =
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy η(y, i) y
n
n! . (2.29)
Thus,
η˜[ϕ] =
(+∞∑
n=0
N∑
i=1
(−1)n µn
Nn! ∂
n
y δ0,i
)
[ϕ] ,
=
(+∞∑
n=0
(−1)n µn
n! ∂
n
y δJ
)
[ϕ] . (2.30)
A similar result is obtained with the N -rose. We define the moment expansion of η˜ by
η˜ =
+∞∑
n=0
(−1)n µn
n! ∂
n
y δJ/V . (2.31)
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2.3 Star/Rose Extra Dimension
We want to study a field theory on the flat factorizable geometryM4×KN , with KN = SN
or RN . The coordinates can be split as (zM , i) = (xµ, y, i), where xµ are the coordinates of
M4. One has M ∈ J0, 4K, and µ ∈ J0, 3K. The junction J/V and the boundaries Bi break
explicitely the 5D Lorentz-Poincaré symmetries to the 4D ones, but the 5D symmetries are
still preserved locally in the bulk, in the same way as orbifold fixed points. The junction
and boundaries are thus 3-branes where one can localize 4D fields and brane-localized
kinetic and/or interaction terms for the bulk fields. The 3-branes at the boundaries are
called Bi-branes, and the 3-brane at the junction is called J/V -brane for KN = SN/RN .
One can consider 5D fields which propagate only in one petal/leaf as in Refs. [43–
47], or 5D fields which propagate into all the star/rose graph. In this latter case, it is
straightforward to generalize our discussion of functions defined on KN to the case of 5D
fields. The 5D fields can be discontinuous at the junction and thus multivalued at this
point. One can interpret it from an EFT point of view (which is always the case in any
realistic model with interactions): the value of the field at the point (xµ, 0, i) is the one at
the neighborhood but outside the core of the J/V -brane, since its microscopic description
is outside the range of validity of the EFT. One should think the point (0, i) of the graph
as (0+, i). Therefore, the fact that the field is multivalued at the junction is not a problem.
It is convenient to define the field theory within a distributional approach with respect to
the coordinates (y, i), where the 5D fields are functions of xµ but linear forms which act
on functions of (y, i).
3 5D Klein-Gordon Field on a Star/Rose Graph
3.1 Klein-Gordon Equation & Junction/Boundary Conditions
We study a 5D real scalar field Φ of mass dimension 3/2 and of mass MΦ defined on
M4×KN . The 5D fields Φi are supposed to be smooth functions on the interval [0, `]. We
associate to Φ a regular distribution Φ˜. The Lagrangian L˜Φ describing the dynamics of Φ
is defined at the level of distributions. The action is
SΦ =
∫
d4x L˜Φ[1] , (3.1)
with the unit test function 1 : (y, i) 7→ 1, and
L˜Φ = −12 Φ˜5Φ˜−
1
4 Φ˜
2 ∂y (δ`,i − δ0,i)− M
2
Φ
2 Φ˜
2 , (3.2)
with M2Φ ≥ 0. We do not include brane-localized kinetic/mass/interaction terms, and the
boundary terms are chosen to have Neumann-like conditions at the junction and bound-
aries. The action reduces to the standard form for a Klein-Gordon field:
SΦ =
∫
d4x
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy
(
1
2 ∂
MΦ∂MΦ− M
2
Φ
2 Φ
2
)
, (3.3)
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where the boundary terms coming from the weak derivatives cancel each other.
Φ can be continuous or discontinuous across the J/V -brane. This feature depends on
the microscopic structure of the J/V -brane in the UV completion. We apply Hamilton’s
principle to the action SΦ, with arbitrary variations δΦ of Φ in the bulk and on the
branes. The δΦ’s inherite the (dis)continuity properties from Φ across the J/V -brane and
we extract the junction and boundary conditions from integrals over total derivatives. We
get the Klein-Gordon equation:(
∂M∂M +M2Φ
)
Φ (xµ, y, i) = 0 , (3.4)
Neumann boundary conditions on the Bi-branes:
∂yΦ (xµ, `, i) = 0 , (3.5)
and the junction condition depends on the (dis)continuity of Φ:
• If Φ is allowed to be discontinuous across the junction, we get Neumann junction
conditions:
∂yΦ(xµ, 0/`, i) = 0 . (3.6)
We say that the J/V -brane is airtight to the field Φ, which means that the spectrum
is equivalent to the one obtained by disconnecting the N bonds at the vertex J/V into
N disjoined intervals. A brane which is airtight to the field behaves like a boundary
for this field.
• If we impose to Φ to be continuous across the junction, we get a Neumann-Kirchhoff
junction condition: 
N∑
i=1
∂yΦ (xµ, 0, i) = 0 for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[∂yΦ (xµ, y, i)]`y=0 = 0 for KN = RN ,
(3.7)
with [g(y)]by=a = g(b)−g(a). When Φ is continuous across the junction, the leaves/petals
communicate through the J/V -brane which is thus not airtight.
3.2 Kaluza-Klein Dimensional Reduction
We will not study here the KK dimensional reduction when Φ is allowed to be discontinuous
across the junction since it reduces to a 5D scalar field on N disjoined intervals. The case
of a 5D scalar field on an interval is very well known in the literature [77]. In the following,
we focus on the continuous case.
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3.2.1 Separation of Variables
We perform the KK dimensional reduction of the 5D field theory to an effective 4D one in
terms of KK degrees of freedom. A general 5D field Φ can be expanded as
Φ (xµ, y, i) =
∑
b
∑
nb
∑
db
φ(b, nb, db) (xµ) f (b, nb, db)φ (y, i) . (3.8)
We label each KK mode solution by a triplet (b, nb, db), where:
• b labels the different KK towers for the same 5D field which are defined by different
mass spectra (see below);
• nb labels the levels in the KK tower b;
• db labels the degenerate modes for each KK level (b, nb). We choose the notation db,
instead of the more appropriate one d(b, nb), for simplifying the notations since we
will see that each KK level for a KK tower b has the same degeneracy: there is thus
no ambiguity.
The 5D equation (3.4) splits into the Klein-Gordon equations for the 4D fields φ(b, nb, db):(
∂µ∂µ +
[
m
(b, nb)
φ
]2)
φ(b, nb, db)(xµ) = 0 , (3.9)
with [
m
(b, nb)
φ
]2
= M2Φ +
[
k
(b, nb)
φ
]2
, (3.10)
and the differential equations for the wave functions f (b, nb, db)φ :(
∂2y +
[
k
(b, nb)
φ
]2)
f
(b, nb, db)
φ (y, i) = 0 , (3.11)
where
[
m
(b, nb)
φ
]2 ≥ 0 is the mass squared of the KK modes φ(b, nb, db), and [k(b, nb)φ ]2 ∈
[0, +∞) is an eigenvalue of the operator ∂2y on KN associated to the eigenfunctions
f
(b, nb, db)
φ . The orthonormalization conditions for the wave functions f
(b, nb, db)
φ are
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy f
(b, nb, db)
φ (y, i) f
(b′, n′
b′ , d
′
b′ )
φ (y, i) = δ
bb′ δnbn
′
b′ δdbd
′
b′ . (3.12)
The conditions on the 5D field Φ on the 3-branes are naturally transposed to conditions
on the KK wave functions f (b, nb, db)φ .
3.2.2 Zero Modes
We are looking for zero mode solutions (b = 0, n0 = 0, k(0, 0)φ = 0) of Eq. (3.11). For
both compactifications on SN and RN , there is only one zero mode (d0 ∈ {1}) whose wave
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function is flat, such that:
f
(0, 0, 1)
φ (y, i) =
√
1
N`
. (3.13)
3.2.3 Excited Modes
a) N-Star
The general solutions of Eq. (3.11), satisfying the Neumann boundary conditions (3.5), are
of the form:
f
(b, nb, db)
φ (y, i) = A
(b, nb, db)
i cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ (y − `)
]
, (3.14)
with A(b, nb, db)i ∈ R. The continuity condition on the wave functions at the J-brane gives
∀(i, j) , A(b, nb, db)i cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
= A(b, nb, db)j cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
, (3.15)
which leads to two kinds of excited KK modes: the KK wave functions f (b, nb, db)φ can vanish
or not on the J-brane.
First case: f (b, nb, db)φ (0, i) = 0
Eq. (3.15) gives the KK mass spectrum
cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
= 0 =⇒
b=1
k
(1, n1)
φ =
(
n1 +
1
2
)
pi
`
, n1 ∈ N , (3.16)
which defines the KK tower b = 1. The Neumann-Kirchhoff junction condition (3.7) implies
N∑
i=1
A
(1, n1, d1)
i = 0 . (3.17)
Each KK level (1, n1) is thus N − 1 times degenerate (d1 ∈ J1, N − 1K) and the KK wave
functions are
f
(1, n1, d1)
φ (y, i) = 
(d1)
i
√
2
`
cos
[
k
(1, n1)
φ (y − `)
]
, (3.18)
with the (N − 1)-vector basis:
−→
(1) = 1√
2
(1,−1, 0, · · · , 0) ,
−→
(2) = 1√
6
(1, 1,−2, 0, · · · , 0) ,
...
−−−−→
(N−1) = 1√
N(N − 1) (1, 1, · · · , 1,−(N − 1)) . (3.19)
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Second case: f (b, nb, db)φ (0, i) 6= 0
We have cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
6= 0 so Eq. (3.15) gives
∀(i, j) , A(b, nb, db)i = A(b, nb, db)j ≡ A(b, nb, db) . (3.20)
The Kirchhoff junction condition (3.7) leads to the KK mass spectrum
sin
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
= 0 =⇒
b=2
k
(2, n2)
φ = n2
pi
`
, n2 ∈ N∗ , (3.21)
which defines the KK tower with b = 2 whose KK levels are not degenerate (d2 ∈ {1}).
The KK wave functions are
f
(2, n2, 1)
φ (y, i) =
√
2
N`
cos
[
k
(2, n2)
φ (y − `)
]
. (3.22)
b) N-Rose
Again, to satisfy the continuity condition at the V -brane, the KK wave functions f (b, nb, db)φ
can vanish or not at the vertex.
First case: f (b, nb, db)φ (0, i) = 0
The general solutions of Eq. (3.11) with f (b, nb, db)φ (0, i) = 0 are of the form:
f
(b, nb, db)
φ (y, i) = A
(b, nb, db)
i sin
[
k
(b, nb)
φ y
]
, (3.23)
withA(b, nb, db)i ∈ R. The periodicity condition for each petal at the vertex gives sin
[
k
(b, nb, db)
φ `
]
=
0. Moreover, the Neumann-Kirchhoff junction condition (3.7) implies
(
cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
− 1
) N∑
i=1
A
(b, nb, db)
i = 0 . (3.24)
There are thus two possibilities:
• First possibility:
The KK mass spectrum is cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
6= 1
sin
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
= 0
=⇒
b=1
k
(1, n1)
φ = (2n1 + 1)
pi
`
, n1 ∈ N , (3.25)
and defines the KK tower b = 1. From the conditions (3.24), we get Eq. (3.17) so
d1 ∈ J1, N − 1K and the KK wave functions are
f
(1, n1, d1)
φ (y, i) = 
(d1)
i
√
2
`
sin
[
k
(1, n1)
φ y
]
, (3.26)
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with the (N − 1)-vector basis (3.19).
• Second possibility:
The KK mass spectrum is cos
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
= 1
sin
[
k
(b, nb)
φ `
]
= 0
=⇒
b=2
k
(2, n2)
φ = 2n2
pi
`
, n2 ∈ N∗ , (3.27)
which satisfies Eq. (3.24) and defines the KK tower b = 2. We get d2 ∈ J1, NK and
the KK wave functions are
f
(2, n2, d2)
φ (y, i) = η
(d2)
i
√
2
`
sin
[
k
(2, n2)
φ y
]
, (3.28)
with the N -vector basis:
−−→
η(1) = (1, 0, · · · , 0) ,
−−→
η(2) = (0, 1, 0, · · · , 0) ,
...
−−→
η(N) = (0, · · · , 0, 1) . (3.29)
Second case: f (b, nb, db)φ (0, i) 6= 0
The KKmass spectrum is the same as in Eq. (3.27). Each KK level (b, nb) is thus degenerate
with the N KK modes of the level (2, n2) so d2 ∈ J1, N + 1K: we label the KK modes with
non-vanishing wave functions at the junction by the triplet (2, n2, N + 1). The KK wave
functions are
f
(2, n2, N+1)
φ (y, i) =
√
2
N`
cos
(
m
(2, n2)
φ y
)
. (3.30)
Finally, we insist on the fact that all KK towers labeled by b are present in the spectrum:
they do not correspond to different models. The 5D field Φ has one zero mode of mass
MΦ in both geometries (KN = SN or RN ) and excited modes. For a massless 5D field
(MΦ = 0), the mass gap between the KK modes is of the order of 1/`. Some of the KK
modes have wave functions which vanish at the junction. We will see a physical application
of these results in Subsection 5.3, where we will study a toy model of a 5D spinless graviton
which is just a real scalar field with MΦ = 0. The zero mode is thus identified with the 4D
massless graviton (where we do not take into account the spin).
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4 5D Massless Dirac Field on a Star/Rose Graph
4.1 Dirac-Weyl Equations & Junction/Boundary Conditions
We study a 5D massless Dirac field
Ψ =
(
ΨL
ΨR
)
(4.1)
of mass dimension 2 defined on M4 × KN , where the fields ΨL and ΨR describe fermion
fields of left and right-handed 4D chirality respectively. To the function Ψ, we associate
the regular distribution Ψ˜. The action is
SΨ =
∫
d4x L˜Ψ[1] , (4.2)
with the Lagrangian
L˜Ψ = i2 Ψ˜Γ
M←→∂M Ψ˜ +
N∑
i=1
si
2 Ψ˜Ψ˜ (δ0,i − δ`,i) , (4.3)
where Ψ˜ = Γ0Ψ˜, ←→∂M =
−→
∂M − ←−∂M and ΓM =
(
γµ, iγ5
)
are the 5D Dirac matrices4 We
include the HS boundary terms at the vertices with si = ±1. The relative sign between
the HS terms at (y, i) = (0, i) and (y, i) = (`, i) is chosen in order to allow the existence
of zero modes [61, 62]. If we flip the sign of si, we exchange the features of the left and
right-handed KK modes. In what follows, we choose si = 1.
The action can be written as
SΨ =
∫
d4x
N∑
i=1
{(∫ `
0
dy
i
2 ΨΓ
M←→∂MΨ
)
−
[1
2 ΨΨ
]`
y=0
}
, (4.4)
where the boundary terms coming from the weak derivatives cancel each other. The con-
served Noether current associated to the symmetry U(1) : Ψ 7→ e−iαΨ, with α ∈ R,
is
jMΨ = ΨΓMΨ with ∂MjMΨ = 0 . (4.5)
Current conservation requires a Kirchhoff condition for the current at the junction:
N∑
i=1
jMΨ (xµ, 0, i)
!= 0 for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[
jMΨ (xµ, y, i)
]`
y=0
!= 0 for KN = RN .
(4.6)
4Our conventions for the Dirac algebra is given in Appendix A.
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For the component M = 4 one gets at the junction:
N∑
i=1
(
Ψ†LΨR −Ψ†RΨL
)∣∣∣
y=0
!= 0 for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[
Ψ†LΨR −Ψ†RΨL
]`
y=0
!= 0 for KN = RN .
(4.7)
We apply Hamilton’s principle to the action SΨ, with arbitrary variations of the fields
δΨL/R in the bulk and on the branes. We get the massless Dirac-Weyl equations for the
5D fields ΨL/R:  iσ
µ∂µΨR(xµ, y, i) + ∂yΨL(xµ, y, i) = 0 ,
iσ
µ
∂µΨL(xµ, y, i)− ∂yΨR(xµ, y, i) = 0 .
(4.8)
Therefore, when the fields are on-shell, ΨL and ΨR are not independent so the junc-
tion/boundary conditions must not overconstrain ΨL and ΨR at the same point [62, 66, 67].
The addition of the HS terms guarantee that only ΨL is constrained on the branes by the
minimization of the action [61, 62, 66, 67]. We get the Dirichlet boundary conditions at
the Bi-branes:
ΨL (xµ, `, i) = 0 (for KN = SN ) . (4.9)
The fields ΨL and ΨR can be taken independently (dis)continuous across the junction.
δΨL/R is (dis)continuous as ΨL/R. One can explore the different possibilities of junction
conditions for ΨL, depending on the (dis)continuity of the fields here, summarized in Tab. 2:
• Case 1: If both ΨL and ΨR are allowed to be discontinuous, one gets Dirichlet junction
conditions: {
ΨL(xµ, 0, i) = 0 for KN = SN or RN ,
ΨL(xµ, `, i) = 0 for KN = RN , (4.10)
which correspond to a 5D field Ψ defined on N disjoined intervals. The spectrum of
a 5D fermion on an interval is well known in the literature [78]. The J/V -brane is
airtight, which is illustrated by the fact that each incoming or outcoming current at
the J/V -brane vanishes like at a boundary (4.7). There is a chiral zero mode (here
right-handed) in each leaf/petal and a KK tower of vector-like fermions with a mass
gap of pi/`. If one generation of the SM fermion sector propagates on a 3-star/3-rose
it is possible to generate three generations at the level of zero modes with a airtight
J/V -brane. The mechanism is the same as Refs. [79–84] with point interactions
along an interval/circle to generate several zero modes from a unique discontinuous
5D fermion field.
• Case 2: If we impose that both ΨL and ΨR are continuous, we obtain no additional
boundary condition at the V -brane, but a Dirichlet condition (4.10) for ΨL at the
J-brane.
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• Case 3: If we impose only the continuity on ΨL, there is a Dirichlet condition (4.10)
for ΨL at the J/V -brane.
• Case 4: If we impose only the continuity on ΨR, Hamilton’s principle gives a Kirchhoff
junction condition for ΨL at the J/V -brane:
N∑
i=1
ΨL (xµ, 0, i) = 0 for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[ΨL (xµ, y, i)]`y=0 = 0 for KN = RN ,
(4.11)
which solves the current condition (4.7).
For the physical applications in this article, we will add brane-localized terms at the junc-
tion for ΨR, which are in general are incompatible with the continuity of ΨL [61, 62]. In
this article, we will not consider airtight branes so we impose only that ΨR is continuous
at the junction in what follows.
N -star ΨL continuous ΨL discontinuous
ΨR continuous Dirichlet Kirchhoff
ΨR discontinuous Dirichlet Dirichlet
N -rose ΨL continuous ΨL discontinuous
ΨR continuous Kirchhoff
ΨR discontinuous Dirichlet Dirichlet
Table 2. The different possibilities of junction conditions.
4.2 Kaluza-Klein Dimensional Reduction
4.2.1 Separation of Variables
In order to perform the KK dimensional reduction of the 5D field theory, we use the same
method as in Subsection 3.2 for the scalar field, with the same system of labels for the KK
modes. We expand the 5D fields ΨL/R as
ΨL (xµ, y, i) =
∑
b
∑
nb
∑
db
ψ
(b, nb, db)
L (x
µ) f (b, nb, db)L (y, i) ,
ΨR (xµ, y, i) =
∑
b
∑
nb
∑
db
ψ
(b, nb, db)
R (x
µ) f (b, nb, db)R (y, i) ,
(4.12)
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where ψ(b, nb, db)L/R are 4D Weyl fields and f
(b, nb, db)
L/R are wave functions defined on KN . The
5D equations (4.8) split into Dirac-Weyl equations for the 4D fields ψ(b, nb, db)L/R :
iσµ∂µψ
(b, nb, db)
R (xµ)−m(b, nb)ψ ψ(b, nb, db)L (xµ) = 0 ,
iσ
µ
∂µψ
(b, nb, db)
L (xµ)−m(b, nb)ψ ψ(b, nb, db)R (xµ) = 0 ,
(4.13)
and the differential equation for the wave functions f (b, nb, db)L/R :
∀y 6= 0 ,

∂yf
(b, nb, db)
R (y, i)−m(b, nb)ψ f (b, nb, db)L (y, i) = 0 ,
∂yf
(b, nb, db)
L (y, i) +m
(b, nb)
ψ f
(b, nb, db)
R (y, i) = 0 ,
(4.14)
where m(b, nb)ψ is the mass of the KK modes (b, nb, db). The wave functions f
(b, nb, db)
L/R are
orthonormalized with the conditions
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy
[
f
(b, nb, db)
L/R (y, i)
]∗
f
(b′, n′
b′ , d
′
b′ )
L/R (y, i) = δ
bb′ δnbn
′
b′ δdbd
′
b′ , (4.15)
The conditions on the 5D field ΨL/R at the vertices are naturally transposed to conditions
on the KK wave functions f (b, nb, db)L/R .
4.2.2 Zero Modes
We are looking for zero mode solutions (b = 0, n0 = 0, m(0, 0)ψ = 0) of Eq. (4.14) for which
the first order differential equations are decoupled. For both compactifications on SN and
RN , there is only one right-handed zero mode (d0 ∈ {1}). Its wave function is continuous
across the J/V -brane and flat:
f
(0, 0, 1)
R (y, i) =
√
1
N`
. (4.16)
For the left-handed zero modes, it is necessary to distinguish between the compactification
on SN and RN .
a) N-Star
There is no left-handed zero mode for KN = SN . The theory is thus chiral at the level
of the zero mode, which generalizes the well known result of the particular case of a
compactification on the interval S1. The compactification on a star graph is thus very
interesting since it allows to build models where the SM fields propagate in the extra
dimension: the SM particles are identified with the zero modes of the 5D fields. In Section 6,
we will identify the right-handed neutrinos with the zero modes of 5D Dirac fields coupled
to brane-localized 4D left-handed neutrinos. The goal is to propose a toy model to obtain
small Dirac neutrino masses.
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b) N-Rose
For KN = RN , we have N degenerate left-handed zero modes (d0 ∈ J1, NK). The theory is
vector-like at the level of the zero modes, which generalizes the result of the compactification
on a circle R1 in the literature. Therefore, with the compactification on a rose graph and
without an airtight V -brane, one cannot build models with the SM fields propagating in
the extra dimension except if one is able to propose a mechanism which generates chirality
by giving a mass to the mirror partners of the SM fermions. If this is possible, one recovers
the three SM generations by taking N = 3. The KK wave functions f (0, 0, d0)L are flat in
each petal and discontinuous across the V -brane (except for KN = R1, the circle, where
they can be taken continuous):
f
(0, 0, d0)
L (y, i) = η
(d0)
i
√
1
`
, (4.17)
with the N -vector basis (3.29).
4.2.3 Excited Modes
We are looking for massive KK modes (m(b, nb)ψ 6= 0). The coupled first order differential
equations (4.14) can be decoupled into second order ones:(
∂2y +
[
m
(b, nb)
ψ
]2)
f
(b, nb, db)
L/R (y, i) = 0 . (4.18)
The KK wave functions f (b, nb, db)R are continuous across the junction. In the same way
as in the case of the scalar field, it is necessary to distinguish between the cases where
the f (b, nb, db)R ’s vanish or not at the junction. One can follow the same method as in
Subsection 3.2. We will not give again all the details here since there is no major technical
difference. We summarize the results in what follows.
a) N-Star
First case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) = 0
The KK mass spectrum is
m
(1, n1)
ψ =
(
n1 +
1
2
)
pi
`
, n1 ∈ N , (4.19)
and defines the KK tower b = 1. Each KK level is N −1 times degenerate (d1 ∈ J1, N −1K)
and the KK wave functions are
f
(1, n1, d1)
L (y, i) = −(d1)i
√
2
`
sin
[
m
(1, n1)
ψ (y − `)
]
,
f
(1, n1, d1)
R (y, i) = 
(d1)
i
√
2
`
cos
[
m
(1, n1)
ψ (y − `)
]
,
(4.20)
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with the (N − 1)-vector basis (3.19). The f (1, n1, d1)L ’s are discontinuous across the J-brane
(except for KN = S1, the interval, where they are taken continuous).
Second case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) 6= 0
The KK mass spectrum is
m
(2, n2)
ψ = n2
pi
`
, n2 ∈ N∗ , (4.21)
which is not degenerate (d2 ∈ {1}) and defines the KK tower b = 2. The KK wave functions
are 
f
(2, n2, d2)
L (y, i) = −
√
2
N`
sin
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ (y − `)
]
,
f
(2, n2, d2)
R (y, i) =
√
2
N`
cos
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ (y − `)
]
,
(4.22)
where the f (2, n2, d2)L ’s can be taken continuous across the J-brane.
b) N-Rose
First case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) = 0
There are two cases:
• First case:
The KK mass spectrum is
m
(1, n1)
ψ = (2n1 + 1)
pi
`
, n1 ∈ N , (4.23)
and defines the KK tower b = 1 with d1 ∈ J1, N − 1K. The KK wave functions are
f
(1, n1, d1)
L (y, i) = 
(d1)
i
√
2
`
cos
[
m
(1, n1)
ψ y
]
,
f
(1, n1, d1)
R (y, i) = 
(d1)
i
√
2
`
sin
[
m
(1, n1)
ψ y
]
,
(4.24)
with the (N − 1)-vector basis (3.19). The f (1, n1, d1)L ’s are discontinuous across the
V -brane.
• Second possibility:
The KK mass spectrum is
m
(2, n2)
ψ = 2n2
pi
`
, n2 ∈ N∗ , (4.25)
and defines the KK tower b = 2 with d2 ∈ J1, NK. The KK wave functions are
f
(2, n2, d2)
L (y, i) = η
(d2)
i
√
2
`
cos
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ y
]
,
f
(2, n2, d2)
R (y, i) = η
(d2)
i
√
2
`
sin
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ y
]
,
(4.26)
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with the N -vector basis (3.29). The f (2, n2, d2)L ’s are discontinuous across the V -brane
(except for KN = R1, the circle, where they can be taken continuous).
Second case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) 6= 0
The KKmass spectrum is the same as in Eq. (4.25). Each KK level (b, nb) is thus degenerate
with the N KK modes of the level (2, n2) so d2 ∈ J1, N + 1K: we label the KK modes with
non-vanishing wave functions at the junction by the triplet (2, n2, N + 1). The KK wave
functions are 
f
(2, n2, N+1)
L (y, i) = −
√
2
N`
sin
[
m
(2,n2)
ψ y
]
,
f
(2, n2, N+1)
R (y, i) =
√
2
N`
cos
[
m
(2,n2)
ψ y
]
,
(4.27)
where the f (2, n2, N+1)L ’s can be taken continuous across the V -brane.
Like for the scalar field, all KK towers labeled by b are present in the spectrum. Each
excited KK level is vector-like for both compactifications, and the mass gap between the
KK modes is of the order of 1/`.
5 A Low 5D Planck Scale with a Star/Rose Extra Dimension
In this section, we propose an ADD model with brane-localized 4D SM fields where gravity
propagates in a large star/rose extra dimension with large N and a natural value for `.
5.1 Lowering the Gravity Scale
With a LED compactified on a metric graph KN = SN or RN , one can obtain a low 5D
Planck scale. In this case, Eq. (1.2) gives[
Λ(4)P
]2
= L
[
Λ(5)P
]3
, L = N` . (5.1)
To solve the gauge hierarchy problem, we have to choose Λ(5)P ' 1 TeV, obtained with
L ' 1×1012 m. In order to be in the EFT regime, i.e. below the 5D Planck scale, we need
` > `
(5)
P , with `
(5)
P = 1/Λ
(5)
P ' 2×10−19 m. In practice, `/`(5)P ' 10 with a large N ' 6×1029
should be enough, and thus a KK mass scale near the EW scale: MKK = 1/` ' 100 GeV.
Such heavy KK-gravitons evade completely the constrains from submillimeter tests of 4D
gravitational Newtons’s law, stellar physics and cosmology (c.f. footnote 2 p. 2). If one
allows for 1% of fine tuning for mh by pushing Λ(5)P up to 10 TeV with N ' 6× 1027, one
can even allow forMKK ' 1 TeV. Moreover, if the concepts of space and volume still make
sense at the Planck scale Λ(5)P , by taking ` ' `(5)P and N ' 6 × 1030 to get Λ(5)P ' 1 TeV,
there is no tower of KK-gravitons in the EFT, instead the first experimental hints for a low
5D Planck scale are strongly coupled quantum gravity phenomena near Λ(5)P . Such a large
N seems puzzling at first glance: the reader would wonder whether our proposition is just
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a reformulation of the gauge hierarchy problem into why N is large. However, in the EFT,
N is a conserved integer so it is stable under radiative corrections, it does not need to be
dynamically stabilized, and has no preferred value. When `  `(5)P , the models proposed
in this article are formulated in the context of EFTs defined on a classical background
spacetimeM4×KN , where the number of leaves/petals N is fixed by the definition of the
model, even in presence of gravity. Possibly, N becomes a dynamical quantity in a theory
of Planckian gravity involving a quantum spacetime. The situation is somewhat similar to
other beyond SM scenarii in the literature to solve the hierarchy problem:
• The model of Ref. [34] where q ≥ 2 spacelike dimension are compactified on a compact
hyperbolic manifold of genus g (the number of holes) and of volume Vq. A compact
hyperbolic manifold has two length scales: a curvature radius Rc and a linear size
L ∼ Rc log(g). For L Rc/2, we have
Vq ∼ Rqc exp
[
(q − 1) L
Rc
]
. (5.2)
For q = 3, Λ(7)P ' 1 TeV, and Rc ∼ 1/Λ(7)P , the formula gives L ∼ 35Rc so the number
of holes is very large: g ∼ e35 ∼ 1015.
• The model of Refs. [15, 85], where q spacelike extra dimensions are stabilized by a
large number N of branes with inter-brane forces, forming a brane crystal.
N ∼ 1
αq
[
Λ(4)P
Λ(4+q)P
]2
' 10
30
αq
, (5.3)
for Λ(4+q)P ' 1 TeV, where α is a parameter which controls the inter-brane distance.
One should have α ' 10 in order to be in the regime where general relativity is valid
and also to avoid a new fine tuning.
• The model proposed by G.R. Dvali et al. in Refs. [86–92] involving a large number
Np of particle species. This is a 4D model where the scale at which gravity becomes
strongly coupled ΛG is given by
ΛG =
Λ(4)P√
Np
. (5.4)
This effect can be understood perturbatively as being the result of the radiative
corrections of Np particle species to the graviton propagator. Then, ΛG ' 1 TeV
for Np ' 6 × 1030. From Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) it is a curious coincidence that Np =
N =
(
Λ(4)P /Λ
(5)
P
)2 ' 6× 1030 when ` = `(5)P . One can make the same remarks for the
number of branes in the brane crystal model when αq = 1 in Eq. (5.3), which means
that the inter-brane distance is the fundamental Planck length.
• The model of N -naturalness proposed by N. Arkani-Hamed et al. in Ref. [93]. There
are N SM-like sectors which are mutually non-interacting. The Higgs mass parameter
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squared µ2H takes values between −Λ2H and Λ2H , where Λ2H is the scale common to the
N sectors that cuts the quadratic divergences to µ2H . Then, for a wide range of µ2H
distributions, one expects that some sectors are accidentally tuned at the 1/N level,
such that |µ2H | ∼ Λ2H/N . The sector with the smallest non-zero Vacuum Expectation
Value (VEV) is identified with our sector. When ΛH  ΛEW , N has thus to be large
in order to have |µH | ∼ 100 GeV. There is no need for new physics at the TeV scale!
The only quantity which needs to be dynamically stabilized is the leaf (petal) length
(circumference) `, otherwise the radion, i.e. the scalar field which represents the fluctua-
tions of `, remains massless and conflicts with the null result from the search for a new force
of infinite range. Moreover, if only the graviton propagates into the extra dimension, the
bosonic quantum loops are known to make the extra dimension unstable, which shrinks
to a point [94, 95]. On the one hand, if ` & O(10) × `(5)P , the corrections of Planckian
gravity can safely be neglected (EFT regime), and it is important to add a field theoretical
mechanism to the model to stabilize `. On the other hand, if ` ∼ `(5)P , one expects O(1)
corrections from Planckian gravity, and one needs a complete theory of gravity to formulate
the model and to address its stabilization.
In the EFT regime, we suppose the existence of the global ΣN symmetry of the N -
star/rose. This is reminiscent of the 5D models with a Universal Extra Dimension (UED)
compactified on an interval symmetric under a Z2 reflection with respect to its midpoint
[96]. One can also mention the model of Ref. [97] where two identical slices of AdS5 are
glued to a common UV-brane. The extra dimension of these models can be stabilized
by the dynamics of additonal bulk fields at the quantum level by a balance between the
contribution of bosonic and fermionic loops [98], or at the classical level by a potential for
a scalar field as in the Goldberger-Wise mechanism originally proposed for the RS1 model
[99–101]. In Ref. [46], it is shown how to stabilize a N -star SN with the potential of a
different scalar field in each leaf, these N scalar fields are related by the ΣN symmetry.
One can apply these mechanisms here with N large. Other stabilization mechanisms were
proposed in Ref. [15], in particular it is possible to stabilize an extra dimension compactified
on a circle with the help of a complex scalar field with a topologically conserved winding
number. As it is possible to stabilize one petal by this mechanism, one can repeat it with
a different scalar field in each petal of the N -rose RN . Both for SN and RN , the N scalar
fields meet only at the junction J/V and we assume that they interact only through gravity,
like the N copies of the SM in Ref. [87, 91]. Therefore, the picture reduces to stabilize
N independent leaves/petals, which is a simplified version of the mechanism in Ref. [46].
If there is an exact copy of the bulk field content in each leaf/petal, the ΣN symmetry is
preserved.
Our effective model, as well as the traditionnal UED models, has a global ΣN symmetry
which acts on the geometry. One of the Swampland conjectures is the absence of global
symmetries in a complete theory of quantum gravity (see Refs. [102, 103] for reviews on the
Swampland program). We stress that this global ΣN symmetry is not an essential feature
of the star/rose extra dimension to solve the hierarchy problem. If ΣN is softly broken,
one gets a different leaf (petal) length (circumference) `i ∼ O(`) for each i, and the mass
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spectrum must be studied numerically. In general, the mass scale of the lightest KK-mode
is given by the inverse of the largest `i. For N very large, ` in Eq. (5.1) would correspond to
the average of the leaf (petal) lengths (circumferences). If the `i’s are incommensurate (i.e.
∀i 6= j, `i/`j /∈ Q), the KK-spectrum is chaotic [43, 104–109]. The global ΣN symmetry is
thus a convenient assumption for computations.
5.2 Embedding the Standard Model Fields
Up to this subsection we did not mention how we embed the SM fields into the proposed
spacetime geometries. On the one hand, in the ADD-like models in the literature, the
SM fields must be localized on a 3-brane, while gravity and possibly other exotic fields
propagate in the bulk [5, 6, 8, 12, 15, 110, 111]. On the other hand, in the RS1-like models,
one can allow some or all SM fields to propagate in the extra dimension [112–120]. One
reason is that the KK scale in the ADD and RS1 models are respectively below and above
the TeV scale. The absence of discovery of low mass KK excitations for the SM particles
rules out an ADD model with bulk SM fields. In the case of an ADD model with a star
extra dimension, where it is possible to embed a chiral model at the zero mode level, one
can naively think that it allows the SM fields to propagate in the bulk with a KK mass
scale MKK = 1/` ∼ O(1) TeV. However, one should also consider the magnitude of the
couplings of the zero mode gauge bosons. In the RS1 model with a 5D gauge field, the 5D
gauge coupling g(5)RS (of mass dimension −1/2) is related to the zero mode gauge coupling
g
(4)
RS by the relation [113]:
g
(4)
RS =
g
(5)
RS√
LRS
, (5.5)
where LRS is the proper length of the warped extra dimension. LRS is not large compared
to the 5D Planck length `(5)P , so for a natural gauge coupling
g
(5)
RS ∼
√
`
(5)
P ⇒ g(4)RS ∼ O(1) , (5.6)
which is the good magnitude for a SM gauge coupling. However, in the ADD model with
a (4 + q)D gauge field, the higher dimensional gauge coupling g(4+q)ADD (of mass dimension
−q/2) is related to the zero mode gauge coupling g(4)ADD by the relation [121]:
g
(4)
ADD =
g
(4+q)
ADD√Vq . (5.7)
With a natural value for the gauge coupling
g
(4+q)
ADD ∼
[
Λ(4+q)P
]−q/2
, (5.8)
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one obtains with Eq. (1.2):
g
(4)
ADD ∼
1√
Vq
[
Λ(4+q)P
]q = Λ
(4+q)
P
Λ(4)P
∼ 10−16 , (5.9)
so g(4)ADD is a very tiny coupling and cannot be identified with a SM gauge coupling. This
result depends only on the volume of the compactified space, i.e. on the hierarchy between
the 4D and (4 + q)D Planck scales. It is still valid for the geometries considered in this
article, where V1 = L. Therefore, the gauge coupling argument is much stronger than
the one of the KK mass scale to rule out bulk SM fields: it applies to every compactified
geometry one can imagine to realize an ADD model.
After this discussion, it is clear that in the case of a star/rose extra dimension with
a large N , even if MKK = 1/` & 1 TeV, the SM fields must be localized on a 3-brane,
like in the other ADD models in the literature. Consider a 5D EFT with a brane. The
cut-off in the bulk and the 3-brane thickness are noted Λ and  respectively. There are two
cases [122]:
• The fat brane ( > 1/Λ): its microscopic description is in the range of validity of the
5D EFT. Usually, a fat brane is a topological defect [123, 124] and it is necessary to
provide a field theoretical mechanism to trap the zero modes of 5D fields of various
spins in the neighborhood of the brane [125–129]. The topological defects are the first
prototypes of braneworlds in the literature and are chosen by ADD to trap the SM
fields in their first article on LEDs [5]. It is also possible to localize the zero modes
of 5D fields towards orbifold fixed points or spacetime boundaries with large 5D
masses of brane-localized kinetic terms [128, 130, 131]. Irrespectively of the trapping
mechanism of the fat brane, we speak about quasi-localized 5D fields.
• The thin brane ( ≤ 1/Λ): its microscopic description is outside the range of validity
of the 5D EFT. A thin brane is described in the EFT by an infinitely thin hypersurface
where 4D fields are strictly localized [121, 131, 132]. The trapping mechanism of
the fields is relegated to the UV completion. This case became popular when it
was relalized that 4D fields can live in the worldvolume of solitonic objects in some
UV completions, like D-brane stacks in superstring theories where matter fields are
described by open strings attached to them [133–135]. In EFTs, orbifold fixed points,
spacetime boundaries or metric graph vertices are perfect candidates for thin branes.
One can also obtain a thin brane by integrating out the width of a fat brane: one
gets an EFT with a cut-off equal to the the inverse of the brane width, and 4D
fields (the zero modes of the quasi-localized 5D fields of the UV completion) strictly
localized on the thin brane (depending on the quasi-localization mechanism, the
excited KK-modes do not necessarily decouple [131]). Quickly, after the theoretical
discovery of D-branes, physicists explored the new possibilities offered by thin branes
[6, 12, 33, 136–140].
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For the models studied in this article, if one considers quasi-localized 5D SM fields on the
J/V -branes (fat branes), one has a problem. Indeed, consider the N -star SN , the fat brane
has a thickness  > `(5)P extended into each leaf, so a zero mode gauge coupling g4 is related
to the 5D gauge coupling g5 ∼
√
`
(5)
P as
g4 ∼ g5√
N
. O
( 1√
N
)
, (5.10)
similar to Eqs. (5.5)-(5.7). As N is large, the model will suffer from the same problem as for
bulk SM fields in ADD models: the gauge couplings of the zero modes are too suppressed
to match the values measured in experiments. The same problem arises with a fat V -brane
in the case of the N -rose RN . However, there is no problem with quasi-localized SM fields
on a fat Bi-brane where
g4 ∼ g5√

. O(1) . (5.11)
Therefore, we will consider only 4D SM fields localized on thin J/V -branes: the SM gauge
fields do not arise from the limit of quasi-localized 5D fields which propagate into the
leaves/petals, so the gauge couplings are not suppressed by
√
N . Moreover, spacetime
symmetries allow us to localize 4D degrees of freedom exactly on the 3-branes located
at the vertices. However, there are various arguments that gravity implies the existence
of a minimal length scale in Nature of the order of the fundamental Planck length (see
Ref. [141] for a review). Therefore, in a UV completion including gravity, the singular
behavior the singular feature of the junction should be regularized. In Ref. [142], it is
shown that the spectrum of a quantum graph can arise in the thin limit of a “graph-like
manifold”. Therefore, the metric graph structure of our extra dimension could emerge from
a UV completion where the internal space is a qD graph-like manifold with q−1 transverse
dimensions of 5D Planck size, and where the vertex at the junction is regularized [43].
After integrating out these transverse dimensions, one is left with only one extra dimension
compactified on a metric graph. Concerning the UV origin of the brane-localized 4D SM
fields, we adopt a bottom-up approach where we do not assume a specific UV completion.
We stress that it is crucial that it does not rely on quasi-localized higher-dimensional fields
propagating into the leaves/petals. In fact, one can imagine a UV-completion with a qD
graph-like manifold and a fat J/V -brane made of qD quasi-localized fields. However, the
wave functions of the zero modes must be highly peaked inside the protrusion [37] at the
vertex J/V , i.e. they must decrease quickly inside the vertex protrusion such that they
are suppressed at least by 1/
√
N at the entrance of a leaf/petal to avoid the problem of
Eq. (5.10). One can also imagine another UV-completion: if it is possible to generate graph-
like 6D manifolds in superstring theories, the 4D SM fields may live in the worldvolume of
a D-brane stack at the regularized J/V vertex.
It is interesting to notice that if one localizes the SM fields on the Bi-branes of a star
extra dimension, one has N copies of the SM fields, if one does not want to break explicitly
the ΣN symmetry of SN . Then, if one softly breaks this symmetry only by the mass term
of the Higgs field, one can hope to be able to realize the N -naturalness idea proposed
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in Ref. [93], with the reheaton (the field which populates the Universe after inflation by
decaying into SM particles and possibly other fields) as a bulk field. The Higgs mass
parameter is
|µH | ∼ Λ
(5)
P
N
, (5.12)
where a first 1/
√
N factor comes from the effect of the N SM fields copies coupled to gravity
(c.f. (5.4)), and a second one comes from the uniform distribution of the parameters µ2H
discussed in Ref. [93]. Although there are N copies of the SM fields, Ref. [93] gives two
explicit models where the reheaton decays preferencially into our SM sector, which allows
a large number of SM sectors subject to the constraints from cosmology. Applied to our
setup, it is thus possible to have a higher Λ(5)P with no new physics at the TeV scale, which
could explain the null result from the search for beyond SM particles at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC,
√
s = 13 TeV). This idea needs to be investigated deeper in the future. Here,
we will consider only one copy of the SM fields, and localize them on the J/V -brane. The
gauge hierarchy problem is fully solved by the volume of the compactified extra dimension,
with strongly coupled quantum gravity effects accessible to the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV) or a
future hadronic collider.
5.3 Phenomenology
5.3.1 Kaluza-Klein Gravitons
In an ADD model, gravity and possibly other exotic fields propagate into the extra di-
mensions. It is crucial for our proposition to have an idea of the implication of gravitons
propagating into the bulk. The KK dimensional reduction of a 5D graviton [121] leads to
a tower of KK-gravitons with a zero mode, and one massless graviscalar (the radion). A
massless graviphoton is also present if there is no boundary for the extra dimension (present
for the N -rose RN and absent for the N -star SN ). As the existence of KK-gravitons can
have important phenomenological effects, one has to extract their KK mass spectrum and
their couplings to the SM fields. By a suitable gauge choice, the Euler-Lagrange equations
for a 5D massless graviton reduce to Klein-Gordon equations. One can thus study a 5D
massless real scalar field coupled minimaly to the energy momentum tensor of the SM to
obtain the KK mass spectrum and the couplings of spinless KK-gravitons. This 5D spinless
graviton Φ couples to the energy momentum sources through the effective metric:
gµν =
1 + Φ
2
[
Λ(5)P
]3/2
 ηµν . (5.13)
The metric gµν and thus Φ have to be continuous at the junction. We focus on the
compactification on SN . The case of RN is very similar. The coupling of the 5D spinless
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graviton to the energy momentum tensor
Tµν = 2√|g| δSSMδgµν
∣∣∣∣∣
gµν=ηµν
(5.14)
of the 4D SM fields (of action SSM ) localized on the J-brane is 1
2
[
Λ(5)P
]3/2 Φ˜Tµµ δJ
 [1] = ∫ d4x N∑
i=1
1
2N
[
Λ(5)P
]3/2 Φ(xµ, 0, i)Tµµ . (5.15)
One can use the KK decomposition of Subsection 3.2 with MΦ = 0 and treat the brane-
localized interactions with the SM fields as a perturbation. The zero mode is identified
with the 4D massless graviton. We note n∗ the number of KK-modes which couple to the
SM fields below the cut-off Λ(5)P . Only the KK-gravitons with a wave function which does
not vanish on the J-brane couple to the SM fields. The interaction term (5.15) gives
∫
d4x
 1
2Λ(4)P
φ(0, 0, 1)(xµ)Tµµ +
√
2
2Λ(4)P
n∗∑
n2=1
(−1)n2 φ(2, n2, 1)(xµ)Tµµ
 , (5.16)
where
n∗ ∼ Λ
(5)
P `
pi
. (5.17)
The KK modes whose wave functions do not vanish at y = 0 couple individually to the
energy momentum tensor of the SM with a coupling suppressed by Λ(4)P : they are thus very
feebly coupled, and the probability P1 to emit a single KK-graviton is proportional to its
coupling squared:
P1 ∝
[
E
Λ(4)P
]2
, (5.18)
where E is the energy of matter originating from Tµµ in Eq. (5.16). We compare two
benchmark scenarii with Λ(5)P ' 1 TeV:
Benchmark scenario #1: N = 1. This case is the traditional situation of ADD models
in the literature with only one extra dimension. From Eq. (5.1), we have MKK = 1/` ∼
O(10−18) eV, which is excluded by the success of 4D gravitational Newton’s law at the
scale of the solar system. Eqs. (5.1) and (5.17) give
n∗ ∼ 1
pi
[
Λ(4)P
Λ(5)P
]2
∼ 1030 , (5.19)
so we have a large number of KK-gravitons below the cut-off. At colliders with a center of
mass energy which reaches Λ(5)P , the probability to produce one out of n∗ gravitons becomes
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then
P∗ = n∗ P1 ∝
[
E
Λ(5)P
]2
. (5.20)
where we used Eqs. (5.1) , (5.17) and (5.18). This last result is also valid in more realistic
models with more than one extra dimension which can pass with success the submillimeter
tests of 4D gravitational Newton’s law. The KK tower can thus be probed and constrained
at the LHC (
√
s = 13 TeV), c.f. Ref. [14].
Benchmark scenario #2: N ' 6× 1029. In this case, the large volume in Eq. (5.1) is
generated by a large N and MKK = 1/` ' 100 GeV. Thus there are few KK modes which
couple to the SM fields: n∗ ' 3 from Eq. (5.17), and P∗ ∼ P1 at the LHC. So the KK
tower is completely invisible in current experiments. The compactification on SN can thus
circumvent the current LHC constraints on the KK-gravitons of traditionnal ADD models.
However, these results follow from the zero-thickness brane hypothesis. How are they
modified by a brane width in the UV completion? Indeed, we have already discussed
that one expects that the singular behavior of the junction is soften in a UV-completion
including gravity. After integrating out the UV degrees of freedom, one is left with an
effective brane form factor as in Ref. [143] to modelize the brane width5. It is a function
BJ(y) rapidly decreasing over a distance `(5)P and normalized such that
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy BJ(y) = 1 . (5.21)
One can perform a moment expansion of BJ(y) = Λ(5)P b
(
Λ(5)P y
)
, where b(y) is an interme-
diate function defined for convenience, such that
B˜J =
+∞∑
n=0
bn[
Λ(5)P
]n ∂ny δJ , (5.22)
with
bn =
(−1)n
n!
∫ `
0
dy yn b(y) . (5.23)
5We stress that this effective brane form factor has nothing to do with the wave function of the zero
mode of quasi-localized 5D fields on the J-brane but is related to the UV description of the brane. We have
already discussed that the brane-localized SM fields are 4D degrees of freedom in the EFT.
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The action describing the interaction between the spinless graviton and the SM fields is
∫
d4x
 1
2
[
Λ(5)P
]n+3/2 Φ˜Tµµ B˜J
 [1]
=
∫
d4x
+∞∑
n=1
bn
2
[
Λ(5)P
]n+3/2 Φ˜Tµµ ∂ny δJ
 [1]
=
∫
d4x
+∞∑
n=1
N∑
i=1
(−1)n bn
2N
[
Λ(5)P
]n+3/2 ∂nyΦ(xµ, 0, i)Tµµ . (5.24)
One can naively think that the large number of KK-gravitons which do not couple to the
SM fields through the operator (5.15) will have non-vanishing couplings to the SM via
the higher-dimensional operators. Then, one expects that P∗ is less suppressed than in
Eq. (5.18). However, this is not the case. Indeed, by using the equations for the wave
functions (3.11), one can show that
∀l ≥ 1

∂2ly f
(b, nb, db)
φ (0, i) = (−1)l
[
k
(b, nb)
φ
]2l
f
(b, nb, db)
φ (0, i) ,
∂2l+1y f
(b, nb, db)
φ (0, i) = (−1)l
[
k
(b, nb)
φ
]2l
∂yf
(b, nb, db)
φ (0, i) .
(5.25)
Therefore, for n even, again only the tower b = 2 contributes, with an extra suppression
factor
[
MKK/Λ(5)P
]n
. For n odd, the Neumann-Kirchhoff junction conditions (3.7) imply
that these operators vanish. We conclude that even when we take into account the brane
width in the UV, the KK-graviton towers are still invisible at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV).
The KK-gravitons with b 6= 2 constitute a hidden sector.
One notices also that this important feature of the N -star compactification is valid
only if the SM fields are localized on the J-brane. If one localizes them on one of the
Bi-branes instead, they couple also to the KK-gravitons whose wave functions vanish at
the J-brane. One can easily show that this crucial difference implies that P∗ is of the same
form as in Eq. (5.20), as in the case of standard ADD models, and one will be able to
constrain this scenario at the LHC.
Besides, if one considers a scenario where the global ΣN symmetry is broken by gravity,
one has different `i’s and the mass spectrum and couplings must be studied numerically.
There are more KK-modes below the cut-off Λ(5)P which couple to the J-brane for different
`i’s: P∗ is thus less suppressed than for identical `i’s such that one is in an intermediate
situation between the benchmark scenarii #1 and #2. If the `i’s are incommensurate,
there are no KK modes whose wavefunctions vanish at the J-brane and the KK-spectrum
is chaotic.
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5.3.2 Ultraviolet Gravitational Objects
Black holes are expected to appear near the cut-off scale Λ(5)P , when the coupling to 5D
gravitons becomes non-perturbative. However, in the case of the benchmark scenario #2,
we saw that the coupling of the energy-momentum tensor of the SM to the linear superposi-
tion of KK-gravitons is suppressed by Λ(4)P instead of Λ
(5)
P , so one expects that the couplings
of the brane-localized SM fields to the tower of KK-gravitons remains perturbative well
above Λ(5)P , questioning the possibility of producing black holes in trans-Planckian colli-
sions of SM particles. However, once the linear superposition of KK-gravitons with a trans-
Planckian energy leaves the J/V -brane, where it was perturbatively produced through SM
fields in a trans-Planckian collision, it will interact with all the KK-gravitons, including
those whose wave functions vanish on the J/V -brane. This last process is non-perturbative
above Λ(5)P and will produce a black hole. Near this threshold, the black holes are domi-
nated by quantum corrections, we speak about Quantum Black Holes (QBHs) [71, 144–156]
which need a complete theory of quantum gravity to be described. Besides, the lightest
QBH, the Planckion [74, 75], is the last stage of the evaporation of a semi-classical black
hole by Hawking radiation. In some models, this black hole remnant [70–73] is stable and
one can speculate that it can constitute a part of dark matter [71, 157, 158]. There are
also a large number of KK-gravitons below the TeV scale whose wave functions vanish on
the J/V -brane, where the SM fields are localized (c.f. Subsection 3.2): these KK-gravitons
interact only with gravity in the bulk, and constitute a natural hidden sector which could
be populated by black hole evaporation during the early Universe.
6 Toy Model of Small Dirac Neutrino Masses
6.1 Zero Mode Approximation
It is known from Refs. [7–9] that if the left-handed neutrinos, localized on the SM brane,
interact with gauge singlet neutrinos, propagating in the bulk in the form of an internal
torus (R1)q of radius R and large volume Vq, one can get small Dirac masses for the
neutrinos. With one left-handed neutrino and one gauge singlet neutrino (without BLKTs),
the Dirac mass is [8]:
mν '
∣∣∣y(4+q)ν ∣∣∣ v√
2Vq , Vq = (2piR)
q , (6.1)
where v is the SM Higgs field VEV, and y(4+q)ν is the (4 + q)D Yukawa coupling of mass
dimension −q/2. Eq. (6.1) is valid if one can use the zero mode approximation, i.e. ne-
glect the mixing between the zero mode and the KK-excitations of the bulk gauge singlet
neutrino: ∣∣∣y(4+q)ν ∣∣∣ v√
2Vq MKK ≡
1
R
. (6.2)
For a natural value ∣∣∣y(4+q)ν ∣∣∣ ∼ [`(4+q)P ]q/2 , (6.3)
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with Λ(4+q)P ∼ O(1) TeV, one has, with Eq. (1.2),
mν ∼ v√
2Vq
[
Λ(4+q)P
]q = vΛ
(4+q)
P√
2Λ(4)P
∼ O(0.1) meV , (6.4)
which is a good order of magnitude for the neutrino masses.
We want to see if it is possible to build such a model for a LED compactified on the
metric graph KN . For the compactification on a star/rose graph, one takes a 4D left-
handed neutrino νL of mass dimension 3/2 localized on the J/V -brane, and a 5D gauge
singlet neutrino Ψ of mass dimension 2 propagating into the bulk. The action of the model
is
Sν = SΨ +
∫
d4x
(
L˜ν + L˜Ψν
)
δJ/V [1] ,
= SΨ +
∫
d4x
(
Lν + L˜Ψν
∣∣∣
y=0
)
. (6.5)
The free action SΨ is given by Eq. (4.4), and
Lν = i2 ν
†
Lσ
µ←→
∂µνL , (6.6)
The brane-localized mass term is
L˜ψν = −y
(5)
ν v√
2
ν†LΨ˜R + H.c. , (6.7)
where y(5)ν can be taken real since a phase shift of the Yukawa coupling can be compensated
by a phase shift of the field νL. We have imposed that the leptonic number L is conserved,
so U(1)L is a symmetry of the model: in this way, bulk and brane-localized Majorana
mass terms for the neutrino fields are not allowed. We have also assumed the absence of
a bulk Dirac mass term to simplify the discussion. By adopting a perturbative approach,
where Lψν is treated as a perturbation, one can perform the KK dimensional reduction of
Section 4. In the regime where we can use the zero mode approximation, i.e. when
y
(5)
ν v√
2L
MKK ≡ 1
`
, (6.8)
we get a mass term for the zero mode neutrino:
−mν ν†Lψ(0, 0, 1)R + H.c. , (6.9)
with
mν =
y
(5)
ν v√
2
f
(0, 0, 1)
R (0) =
y
(5)
ν v√
2L
. (6.10)
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For a natural value
y(5)ν ∼
√
`
(5)
P , (6.11)
with Λ(5)P ' 1 TeV, one has, from Eqs. (5.1), (6.1) and (6.10),
mν ∼ v√
2LΛ(5)P
= vΛ
(5)
P√
2Λ(4)P
∼ O(0.1) meV . (6.12)
As mν  MKK ≡ 1/` for the benchmark scenario #2, the zero mode approximation is
thus justified.
However, within the perturbative approach, we find that the N left-handed zero modes
in Section 4 for the N -rose RN do not get masses from the brane-localized mass term (6.7).
They remain massless and do not mix with the left-handed neutrino localized on the V -
brane: they are sterile neutrinos which do not participate in neutrino oscillations. However,
they are coupled to gravity and may have an impact on the cosmological history. As our
model requires a large N , it appears to be ruled out by cosmological constraints which are
sensible to the number of light fermionic degrees of freedom. Even with a brane-localized
reheaton, which does not couple to the modes with discontinuous wave functions like the
N left-handed zero modes, mini-black hole evaporation should produce them in the early
Universe. A solution could be to add a new ingredient to the model to give a mass to these
N zero modes. A priori, our toy model is thus interesting only for the compactification on
a star graph.
6.2 Exact Treatment
6.2.1 Euler-Lagrange Equations & Junction/Boundary Conditions
In this subsection, we take the effect of the brane-localized mass term L˜Ψν on the KK
mass spectrum exactly into account with the 5D method of Ref. [61, 62]. From Hamilton’s
principle applied to the action Sν (6.5), we get the Euler-Lagrange equations: Eq. (4.8)
and
iσ
µ
∂µνL(xµ)−M ΨR(xµ, 0, i) = 0 , (6.13)
with
M = y
(5)
ν v√
2
. (6.14)
We get also a Kirchhoff junction condition for the left-handed field on the J/V -brane:
N∑
i=1
ΨL(xµ, 0, i) = M νL(xµ) for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[ΨL(xµ, y, i)]`y=0 = M νL(xµ) for KN = RN ,
(6.15)
and Dirichlet boundary conditions (4.9) for the left-handed field on the Bi-branes.
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6.2.2 Separation of Variables
We want to solve the field equations by separation of variables and sum over all linearly
independant solutions. We thus write the KK decomposition (4.12) and expand νL as a
linear superposition of the left-handed KK modes which are mass eigenstates:
νL(xµ) =
∑
b
∑
nb
∑
db
a(b, nb, db) ψ
(b, nb, db)
L (x
µ) , (6.16)
with a(b, nb, db) ∈ C. Indeed, the brane-localized mass term induces a mixing between the
field νL and the KK modes of ΨL obtained in Section 4. Here, we expand the fields νL and
ΨL in the same KK basis spanned by the ψ(b, nb, db)L ’s (the basis of the mass eigenstates).
The reader can follow the discussion between Eqs. (4.12) and (4.15), we will use the same
notations but we stress that, in Section 4, ψ(b, nb, db)L is an element of the KK basis without
brane-localized mass term but here it is an element of the KK basis including the effect of
the brane-localized mass term. Besides, the orthonormalization conditions (4.15) for the
functions f (b, nb, db)L/R 6= 0 are replaced by
[
a(b, nb, db)
]∗
a(b
′, n′
b′ , d
′
b′ ) +
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy
[
f
(b, nb, db)
L (y, i)
]∗
f
(b′, n′
b′ , d
′
b′ )
L (y, i) = δbb
′
δnbn
′
b′ δdbd
′
b′ ,
N∑
i=1
∫ `
0
dy
[
f
(b, nb, db)
R (y, i)
]∗
f
(b′, n′
b′ , d
′
b′ )
R (y, i) = δbb
′
δnbn
′
b′ δdbd
′
b′ .
(6.17)
The conditions on the 5D fields ΨL/R become conditions on the KK wave functions f
(b, nb, db)
L/R
by using Eq. (4.12). There is a new Kirchhoff junction condition on the J/V -brane from
Eq. (6.15): 
N∑
i=1
f
(b, nb, db)
L (0, i) = a
(b, nb, db)M for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[
f
(b, nb, db)
L (y, i)
]`
y=0
= a(b, nb, db)M for KN = RN .
(6.18)
Moreover, Eq. (6.13), with Eqs. (4.13), (4.12) and (6.16), gives:
a(b, nb, db)m
(b, nb)
ψ = M f
(b, nb, db)
R (0, i) . (6.19)
For m(b, nb)ψ 6= 0, Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19) together lead to:
N∑
i=1
f
(b, nb, db)
L (0, i) =
M2
m
(b, nb)
ψ
f
(b, nb, db)
R (0, i) for KN = SN ,
N∑
i=1
[
f
(b, nb, db)
L (y, i)
]`
y=0
= M
2
m
(b, nb)
ψ
f
(b, nb, db)
R (0, i) for KN = RN .
(6.20)
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6.2.3 Kaluza-Klein Mode Analysis on the Star Graph
We give here only the KK mode analysis of the N -star SN , since the N -rose RN com-
pactification should be incompatible with cosmology without additional assumptions. For
completeness, we give the KK-mode analysis on RN in Appendix B.
There are no zero modes (b = 0, n0 = 0, m(0, 0)ψ = 0) with M 6= 0 for KN = SN . Let
us look at massive KK modes (m(b, nb)ψ 6= 0). The coupled first order differential equations
(4.14) can be decoupled into second order ones: Eq. (4.18). The KK wave functions
f
(b, nb, db)
R are still continuous across the junction. We will use the same method as in
Subsections 3.2 and 4.2. We give the results in what follows.
First case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) = 0
The results are identical to the ones in Subsection 4.2.3, Paragraph “First case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) =
0” of a) p. 21. This condition gives the mass spectrum (4.19) which defines the KK tower
b = 1. We have a(1, n1, d1) = 0 from Eq. (6.19) so the left-handed modes do not mix with
νL: they are completely sterile, interact only with gravity, and are thus part of the hidden
sector of the model.
Second case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) 6= 0
The KK mass spectrum is given by the transcendental equation:
m
(2, n2, d2)
ψ tan
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ `
]
= M
2
N
, n2 ∈ N , (6.21)
whose solutions m(2, n2)ψ define the KK tower b = 2 and are not degenerate (d2 ∈ {1}). We
have a(2, n2, 1) 6= 0 from Eq. (6.19) so the left-handed modes mix with νL. The lightest
mode (2, 0, 1) is identified with the neutrino we observe in Nature6. In the decoupling
limit `→ 0, the mass of this mode is given by Eq. (6.10) in the zero mode approximation.
Indeed, in this limit the excited KK modes decouple and their mixing with the lightest
6Of course, we observe three generations of neutrinos in Nature and here we consider a toy model with
only one generation.
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massive mode (2, 0, 1) goes to zero. The KK wave functions are
f
(2, n2, 1)
L (y, i) = −

N`
2 +
M2(2N − 1)
2
[m(2, n2)ψ ]2 +
[
M2
N
]2

−1/2
sin
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ (y − `)
]
,
f
(2, n2, 1)
R (y, i) =

N`
2 +
M2(2N − 1)
2
[m(2, n2)ψ ]2 +
[
M2
N
]2

−1/2
cos
[
m
(2, n2)
ψ (y − `)
]
,
(6.22)
where the f (2, n2, 1)L ’s are discontinuous across the J-brane (except for KN = S1, the interval,
where they are taken continuous). This discontinuity is sourced by the brane-localized
interaction.
In a nutshell, the massive KK modes have still a mass gap of order 1/`. Only the KK
modes, whose right-handed Weyl spinors have non-vanishing wave functions at the junction
without brane-localized Yukawa couplings (c.f. Subsection 4.2), are affected by the addition
of the brane-localized SM left-handed neutrino νL and Higgs field. The KK masses are
shifted and the wave functions of the left-handed Weyl spinors become discontinuous at
the junction7. This result is easy to understand when the Yukawa interaction with the
VEV of the Higgs field is treated as a perturbation: only non-vanishing wave functions at
the junction in Subsection 4.2 will have non-vanishing matrix elements. These modes mix
with the SM left-handed neutrino. The other ones are completely sterile and interact only
through gravity.
7 Conclusion & Perspectives
In this work, we have studied the possibily of compactifying a large spacelike extra di-
mension on a star/rose graph with identical leaves/petals. In Section 2, we have adapted
Kurasov’s distribution theory to a star/rose graph. In this way, we have defined a rigor-
ous framework to build a field theory on these geometries. In Sections 3 and 4, we have
worked out the KK decomposition of a Klein-Gordon and Dirac field respectively. Our
main contributions, compared to the previous articles [36, 54], are discussions concerning
the different possibilities for the continuity of the fields at the junction and the impact on
the KK-spectrum. In particular, we have pointed out the case of an airtight brane (when
the off-shell fields are allowed to be discontinuous), which is equivalent to N disconnected
7In the literature, it is known that an interaction localized on a brane away from a boundary or at a fixed
point of the orbifolds R1/Z2 and R1/(Z2×Z′2) implies a discontinuity for a 5D fermion field [78, 159–164].
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bonds. Moreover, we have studied for the first time the KK-modes of a massless 5D Dirac
fermion propagating into the whole star/rose graph. We have discussed also the chirality
of the zero modes. For both bosonic and fermionic massless fields, the KK scale is given
by the inverse of the leaf/petal length/circumference. One can thus realize a large com-
pactified volume with a high KK scale if one has a large number of small leaves/petals.
This possibility has been investigated in Section 5 in order to lower the gravity scale to the
TeV scale and to solve the gauge hierarchy problem between the 4D Planck and EW scales.
Moreover, we have shown that if the SM fields are localized on the 3-brane at the junction
of the star/rose graph, they couple only to few modes of the whole tower of KK-gravitons,
even when a UV brane thickness is taken into account. The couplings of the SM fields to
this KK tower are suppressed by the large 4D Planck scale instead of the 5D one at the
TeV scale: the KK-gravitons are thus completely invisible at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV). This
result is in sharp contrast to standard ADD models in the literature with compactification
on a torus or its orbifolds, where the SM fields couple to the whole tower of KK-gravitons,
which implies couplings suppressed only by the 5D Planck scale (near a TeV) which one
can constrain at the LHC. Nevertheless, our proposition can still be probed at hadronic
colliders through the search for strongly coupled phenomena induced by gravity like QBHs
at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV) or semi-classical black holes at the Future Circular Collider
proton-proton (FCC pp,
√
s = 100 TeV). The absence of a theory of Planckian gravity
renders difficult to make precise predictions concerning the production and decay of QBHs
or other exotic states near the Planck scale. It is thus delicate to translate the LHC data
(
√
s = 13 TeV) into constraints on the 5D Planck scale of our model and to estimate the
degree of fine tuning which remains to accomodate an EW scale at 100 GeV. Finally, in
Section 6 we have proposed to realize in our scenario a toy model of small Dirac neutrino
masses. For that purpose, we have considered only one generation of neutrinos coupled
to one gauge singlet fermion in the bulk. The large compactified volume suppresses the
5D Yukawa coupling of order unity, and we have been able to reproduce the good order
of magnitude for the mass of the neutrinos, with a model which accomodates also a 5D
Planck scale at the TeV scale. This kind of model was discussed previously only with a
toroidal/orbifold compactification, and the adaptation to a star/rose graph is new. The
model is realistic only for the compactification on a star graph since the rose graph pre-
dicts a large number of massless left-handed sterile neutrinos incompatible with cosmology.
Moreover, we have found that our models have a hidden sector consisting in secluded KK-
gravitons and sterile KK-neutrinos possibly populated during the early Universe by the
decays of mini-black holes in the bulk. The Planckion could also be a candidate to dark
matter.
We also want to discuss some perspectives for future investigations. As a follow-up of
the present work, it would be important to study the unitarity constraints on our models,
since a low gravity scale is known to need a UV completion at a scale lower than the
higher-dimensional Planck scale in standard ADD models with a toroidal compactification
[165, 166]. It is also important to see how the mechanism to produce small neutrino
masses is influenced by adding bulk and brane-localized Majorana mass terms, in the way of
Ref. [7]. Moreover, strongly coupled gravity at the TeV scale may generate dangerous brane-
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localized higher-dimensional operators inducing proton decay, large Majorana neutrino
masses and Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) [12]. Without knowledge of the
UV completion, we cannot know if these operators are naturally suppressed. If this is not
the case, the natural value of their Wilson coefficients are suppressed only by the TeV
scale and one has to add new ingredients to the scenarii to forbid them, like gauging some
global symmetries of the SM as the baryon and lepton numbers [167] and other flavor
symmetries [110, 111, 168], or splitting the brane-localized SM fermion fields with a non-
vanishing brane thickness [169]. Besides, beyond the motivations for the present work, we
stress that the 5D background geometries that we studied here can be used in general to
generate feebly coupled interactions. Indeed, the couplings of the whole KK tower of a 5D
field, coupled to SM fields localized at the junction of the star/rose graph, are in general
suppressed by the square root of the compactified volume. One can easily imagine how
it can be used to build consistent models of axions and dark matter with order one 5D
couplings. Moreover, a 5D field has KK modes whose wave functions vanish at the junction
where the SM is localized: they are thus good candidates for a hidden sector. The star
graph compactification with a small number of leaves can also be used to build models of
5D SM fields as the theory is chiral at the level of zero modes for 5D fermions. Generating
N fermion zero modes from only one 5D fermion propagating into a star/rose graph with
N leaves/petals and an airtight brane is interesting from the point of view of flavor physics.
Moreover, it would be interesting to see if one can implement a 5D supersymmetric field
theory or 5D supergravity on the star/rose background. In every scenario, it is important
to investigate different possibilities of field theoretical mechanism to stabilize the leaf/petal
length scale.
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A Conventions
The 5D Minkowski metric is
ηMN = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1,−1). (A.1)
The 4D Dirac matrices are taken in the Weyl representation
γµ =
(
0 σµ
σ
µ 0
)
with
{
σµ =
(
I, σi
)
,
σ
µ =
(
I,−σi) . (A.2)
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where
(
σi
)
i∈J1,3K are the 3 Pauli matrices:
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, (A.3)
and thus a 4D Dirac spinor Ψ can be decomposed into its chiral components
Ψ = ΨL + ΨR with ΨL ≡
(
ψL
0
)
and ΨR ≡
(
0
ψR
)
. (A.4)
We have also the 4D chirality operator
γ5 = i
3∏
µ=0
γµ =
(
−I 0
0 I
)
, (A.5)
which defines the projectors on 4D chirality
PL,R =
I ∓ γ5
2 , (A.6)
such that for the 4D Dirac spinor Ψ{
ΨL,R = ∓γ5 ΨL,R,
ΨL,R = ±ΨL,R γ5.
(A.7)
With our conventions, the 5D Dirac matrices are
ΓM =
(
γµ, iγ5
)
. (A.8)
B Kaluza-Klein Mode Analysis of a Neutrino Model on the
Rose Graph
This appendix refers to the model of Section 6. We give the KK mode analysis on the
N -rose RN of the exact treatment of Subsection 6.2.
B.1 Zero Modes
We are looking for zero modes (b = 0, n0 = 0, m(0, 0)ψ = 0) with M 6= 0 for which the first
order differential equations (4.14) are decoupled. For KN = RN , there is no right-handed
zero mode. However, we have N degenerate left-handed zero modes described by the wave
functions of Eq. (4.17): the theory is chiral at the level of the zero modes. Therefore, the
brane-localized mass term generates chirality in the rose graph compactification by lifting
the degeneracy between the right and left-handed zero modes which exists in absence of
brane-localized Yukawa couplings (c.f. Subsection 4.2). Moreover, we have a(0, 0, d0) = 0,
which means that the left-handed zero modes do not mix with the left-handed neutrino
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localized on the V -brane: they are sterile neutrinos which do not participate in neutrino
oscillations and they interact only through gravity. As discussed previously, this scenario
with large N should be ruled out by cosmological constraints on the number of light fermion
species.
B.2 Massive Modes
First case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) = 0
The results are identical to the ones in Subsection 4.2.3, Paragraph “First case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) =
0” of b) p. 22. By following this discussion, we get two different mass spectra (4.23) and
(4.25) which defines the KK towers b = 1, 2 respectively. We have a(b, nb, db) = 0 from
Eq. (6.19) with b = 1, 2 so the left-handed modes do not mix with νL: they are completely
sterile (hidden sector).
Second case: f (b, nb, db)R (0, i) 6= 0
The KK mass spectrum is given by the transcendental equation:
m
(3, n3)
ψ tan
[
m
(3, n3)
ψ
`
2
]
= M
2
2N , n3 ∈ N , (B.1)
whose solutions m(3, n3)ψ define the KK tower b = 3 and are not degenerate (d3 ∈ {1}). We
have a(3, n3, 1) 6= 0 from Eq. (6.19) so the left-handed modes mix with νL. The lightest
massive mode (3, 0, 1) is identified with the observed neutrino. In the decoupling limit
` → 0, we recover that the mass of this mode is given by Eq. (6.10) of the zero mode
approximation. The KK wave functions are
f
(3, n3, 1)
L (y, i) = −

N`
2 +
M2(2N − 1)
2
[m(3, n3)ψ ]2 +
[
M2
2N
]2

−1/2
sin
[
m
(3, n3)
ψ
(
y − `2
)]
,
f
(3, n3, 1)
R (y, i) =

N`
2 +
M2(2N − 1)
2
[m(3, n3)ψ ]2 +
[
M2
2N
]2

−1/2
cos
[
m
(3, n3)
ψ
(
y − `2
)]
,
(B.2)
where the f (3, n3, 1)L ’s have a discontinuity across the V -brane sourced by the brane-localized
interaction.
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